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The process of CAD data extraction starting from data acquisition from the DO (Design Of-

fice) to the final form usable for the numerical simulation is long and cumbersome. Two paths

were foreseen by the authors to address this problem. The first path includes a CAD database

in which extracted CAD data are stored in several levels of detail and various formats, and are

ready for direct use in the numerical simulation [1]. The second path includes programmable

re-modelling of the CAD models where CAD details are organised into different levels of detail

during the process of CAD modeling [2]. However, the second path is not a favourable choice

since remodelling a complex CAD models is time consuming and the models are already mod-

elled and available at the DO. Hence, the first path is taken in making CAD data more “user

friendly” for use in physics codes. There is no live-link between the CAD model and the physics

code model. Most of the time the representation of the elements used in the physics codes is

different of the real geometry and some manual work is needed before the data extraction.

A python code has been written and used as a machine description pre-processing tool to

extract the data geometry accurately and efficiently from the CAD. The extracted machine de-

scription model has been used as an input for 2D axisymmetric electromagnetic modelling.

The data extraction can be done for arbitrary torodial angles. Data could be written in differ-

ent formats (CSV, netCDF) and consists of main machine description metadata from magnetic

measurements, poloidal field currents and passive structures. A “pixelisation” process has been

implemented in order to simplify the machine description used by the main 2D electromagnetic

codes and plasma equilibrium codes. A MAST-U use case will be described.
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